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Special Announcements & News
Welcome to the Winter Edition of Endocrine Voices United.
2017 has been an incredible year for our coalition. We have:
Produced the worlds most comprehensive book of medical conditions which

affect children’s growth. The guide is named the Laymens List of the 4,511

Causes of Children’s Growth Disorders. Our ICOSEP team developed this

publication after almost a year of researching the most
world’s most recognized medical databases.

Some of the medical condition “names” represent one
condition which is named differently in various
countries). However, there are more unique medical
diagnoses affecting children’s growth than most people
(even medical professionals) realize. Our book
contains references, and lists the online validating
resources for more than 4,500 medical conditions!
This free publication is so valuable, that is is being used
as a reference and teaching tool by medical schools! We
invite you to offer it from your organization to your countries physicians.
Download the free manual and translate if needed.
(Warning- this is a very large book. If you plan to print it,
you will need much paper and ink.)

However, we do ask that you:
1. Always credit ICOSEP in your translations
2. Help share the global message on 20 September
about the importance of monitoring children’s
growth. The manual is online here:
http://bit.ly/2iBytEk
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For assistance, please contact the ICOSEP member organization in your country.

Website: www.icosep.org

Email: ContactUs@icosep.org

Ph: 229.247.6258

United States

September 2017, ICOSEP members Denise Culin (Turner Syndrome
Global Alliance), Olga Davidovic (Horast), Ashley Gilmer and Jamie
Harvey (ICOSEP) presented an exhibit booth at the combined/global Pediatric
Endocrine Meeting in Washington, DC, USA.There were more than 4,000 pediatric
endocrinologists in attendance from around the world.
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Promoting ICOSEP’s global educational
initiative (Children’s Growth Awareness
Campaign) was the goal of the meeting.
Thanks to the sponsorship of Pfizer and
Novonordisk, Versartis and JUICE, we
were able to film physicians speaking
about the importance of children’s growth
in many languages. Our hopes were to
encourage 20 physicians to make videos
for us. We were thrilled as more than 40
physicians participated and others are
hoping to produce video’s at a later time.
Thank you to everyone who made this
possible!

L-R: Jamie Harvey, Olga Davidovic, Denise Culin, Ashley Gilmer

Thank you Juice for your amazing support. The film crew,
editing and the professional compassion your entire team
displayed throughout this project were extraordinary!
Physicians
enjoyed
reviewing their
video statement
and authorized
our use of them
for families
everywhere.
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The video’s, links and physicians names are
listed by country throughout this newsletter. If
you would like to share one of the video’s with
families in your country, they are free to use. You
may add your logo and organization to the end of
the video next to the ICOSEP credits so that
families can locate you for assistance.

Thank you Novonordisk for
sponsoring buttons which were
distributed to the physicians
and will be shared with
organizations and families
around the world!
Thank you Ipsen
for inviting Ms.
Harvey to speak to
the physicians at
the meeting. Education and
cooperation are paramount.
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All ICOSEP videos can
be found on our
YouTube Channel.
http://bit.ly/2hLVDbA

Professional Organizations
supporting ICOSEP efforts include:
POSSUM Database
Australia

ICPE
International Consortium of Pediatric Endocrinologists

Thank you to our 2017 CORPORATE SUPPORTERS!
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This newsletter is provided as a courtesy to ICOSEP members and interested parties of the endocrine community. As with all international efforts, some submissions have been
edited to best fit various languages. We do our best to provide as accurate information as possible. Neither ICOSEP nor The MAGIC Foundation assumes any liability for any errors or omissions in the translation or distribution of information contained within this publication or actions taken as a result of any information listen herein. Always consult local
experts in your country for specific information and medical experts for any medical information prior to making any decisions. Copyright 2017
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Children’s Growth Awareness
Around the World
The following pages include highlights of some activities by ICOSEP
members during the September campaign. Thank you!

Africa:
Newly developing areas such as Africa,
are quickly adopting ICOSEP’s important
global message.
ICOSEP Ambassadors are doing a good
job communicating with government
officials and sharing our committment to
the children throughout the world.
This year the global message expanded
into numerous areas of Africa ranging from
orphaneges in Cameroon, to the King
Forest Children’s Center in Kenya.
Dr. Flora Ogugua (spoke Igbo)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KTnA5zjJSE

Dr. Iroro Yarhere (spoke English)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAx91BxM4sE

China: (Mandarin Video)
Dr. Xiumin Wang (Mandarin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uHSS BCPTMg

Dr. Haiyan Wei (Mandarin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlHDEmhnhp8&t=42s
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ICOSEP is honored to be participating
in the development of children’s growth
awareness with experts in China. Thank
you Dr. Wang and Dr. Wei for assisting
with these videos for all Chinese
children. We look forward to building
our coalition and cooperating with the
Chinese officials, families and
organizations working on behalf of
these children.
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France: Grandir Association produced a wonderful Growth Awareness Video
for parent education.

Romaine Vankemmel with Grandir produced and
distributed a flyer (seen right) for fellow medical students.
Great idea! They were shared at an ICOSEP presentation
to physicians in Washington, DC.
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Dr. Safia Mirmouni
https://youtu.be/-4_tTgoAqn8

Dr. Myriam Boullio
https://youtu.be/LCG6EBHzkQA

ITALY:
A.F.A.D.O.C:
The FAMILY SUPPORT 2017
project envisions the creation of a
new MANUAL with guidelines for
proper pathology management
and the SUMMER SCHOOL
FIELD for the GIRLS where
they will learn how to handle
themselves autonomously.

First Pediatric Endocrinology -Diagnostic
Mobile Telephone Application
“Smart Pediatric Endocrinology” (Name of Application)
http://www.afadoc.it/wp/?p=4961
The first mobile app ever to assist in the diagnosis of endocrine disorders. The
creator Dr. Giorgio Radetti says, "It is not a condensed book, but something useful
to use in an easy and intuitive way to the patient's bed.” The idea is for the system
to ask questions about the patient’s symptoms. Pressing the yes or no button will
allow the user to move foreward in the diagnosis.
“When a diagnosis is suspected, you will be able to have it confirmed by
proceeding to the "Diagnosis confirmation" section,” says Radetti. “When finished
is written in English, to facilitate the spread and dissemination of the work of the
staff, but I'm already thinking of (and working) also in a Chinese version." The app
can be purchased online through ITunes or GooglePlay.
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Fantastico!

We work hard for people
we love!

Dr. Roberta D'aprile speaks of promoting health in
children with DeficihGH and Turner syndrome.
https://youtu.be/UQvNoVJtet4 (source Twitter)
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Japan:

Japan’s Child Growth Awareness Execution Committee has
accomplished great events. Children’s Growth Awareness Day is
now officially recognized and endorsed by the Japanese government.
The Civic Public Lecture hosted many
teachers and the speakers.
Front row, left to right:
Dr. Shinobu Ida, Gastrointestinal Department
Endocrinology-Osaka Mother and Children Hospital
Dr. Tsutomu Ogata, Former Chairman of The
Japanese Society of Pediatric Endocrinology
Hamamatsu Medical University Pediatric Department
Ms. Sachiko Kishimoto, Child Growth Awareness
Day Committee, Executive Chairman
Back row, left to right:
Dr. Masanobu Kawai, Gastrointestinal Department
Endocrinology-Osaka Mother and Children Hospital
Dr. Yukiko Nishimoto, Nutrition Management Office
Osaka Mother and Children Hospital

Sachiko Kishimoto, (left) President of the
Turner Support Society-Japan and ICOSEP
member, spoke to attendees at the
workshop for Children’s Growth Awareness
with Japanese Endocrinologists.

Dr. Tsutomu Ogata
honored us by providing
a Japanese video on
children’s growth.
https://youtu.be/541uh5ovOKE
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Measuring height
event at Osaka Kids
Plaza (children museum). Three
hundred and fifty
(350) children were
measured! Growth
information was
distributed to families
and interested adults.

Logo character (left)
promoting Children’s
Growth Awareness
project and website
(right).

Information on civic public lecture
(Left)
Include the Blue Ribbon child
growth development desire is also
corporate logo -cockatiel in the
Secretariat's mascot bird, Lily had
to appeal children's growing
awareness day (Right; source
Twitter)
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USA: Nationally Syndicated talk show Interview: What Parents Should
do when they Believe There is a Growth Issue given by Co-founder,
Mary Andrews of The MAGIC Foundation.

Facebook was
loaded with people
showing their
support and sharing
our message!
Families and supporters
showed support throughout
the country via car posters,
t-shirts and work place
notices!
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Turner Syndrome Global Alliance shared these beautiful posters and video
(facebook.com/974396072635632/videos/1559392787469288/ )

Turner Syndrome Society (USA)
Children’s Growth Awareness Week Statistics
12

Increases from September 13th-September 23rd.
Actions on a page (website clicks)=16;
Page Views--549;
Page likes--61
Reach=79,115
Post Engagements=57,633
Videos--the number of times the video's on our page have been viewed for at least 3 seconds=
817.
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English Videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYTG0ASue_DHuQOC3ZNtiZw

Dr. Mark Parker

Dr. Katheryn Hwu

discusses general
growthconsiderations

discusses general
growth

Dr. Kathy Bethin

Dr. Madeleine
Harbison discusses

discusses Optic
Nerve Hypoplasia

Russell Silver
Syndrome

Dr. Alan Rogol

Dr. Craig Alter

discusses the
importance of growth
evaluations

discusses Short
Stature and IGF-1

Dr. Karen Klein

Dr. Brad Miller

discusses
Precocious Puberty

discusses IGF-1 and
Precocious Puberty

Dr. Alfonso Vargas

Dr. Alan Perelman

discusses growth
evaluations

discusses normal and
abnormal growth

Dr. Susan Rose

Pending

discusses Congenital
Hypothyroidism

additional video 1

Pending
Dr. Mitchell Geffner

additional video 2

discusses Growth
Hormone Deficiency
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Macedonia
On 20 th of September, traditionally for the
fourth time in Macedonia, National
organization of parents of children with
growth disorders (RAST) celebrated
Growth Awareness Day with different
activities.
The message on the posters (seen on
next page) was:

“All children are the same, and have an equal right for
treatment because the timing for growth is short and have
to live with the results all their life.’’
The aim of the posters was to send the
message to the public, parents, children
and caregivers that growth is important
and they have to put an attention to it
because it is important to have early
diagnosis. Also the posters brought
attention to the public regarding the
current issue with limited treatment and
long waiting list for these children. In
Macedonia not all diagnosed children
have a possibility to have
treatment on time. The government fixed
the quantity to 100 children only.
RAST’s powerful children’s growth
awareness campaign for the past four
years, has resulted in a high number of
children being diagnosed and waiting for
treatment.
14

Rast organized a press conference on
which deputy ministry Dr. Chakarovski
was present and General manager of
main State Health Institution in Capital
Skopje. Publicly they had promised to take
care about this vulnerable group of
Website: www.icosep.org

children and to solve the issue with the
waiting list. Professor from Children’s
Clinic had a speech about the importance
of timely diagnose.
Standard measurement of height and
weight were performed on the main
square and leaflets with main messages
for growth awareness were all around the
main square.
Aleksandar Petrovski was attending few
open TV shows to discuss about the
importance of the growth. In the same
time there were two articles published:
first one in respectful magazine VOX
Medici and the second one in Mother 365
.
With the black and colorful posters (seen
on the page to the right) the patient
organization RAST provoked huge
attention by the media and general public
to encourage a commitment for a better
world for children with growth disorders.

Email: ContactUs@icosep.org

Ph: 229.247.6258

United States
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Posters from Macedonia
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Macedonia Events: Led by ICOSEP and RAST President
Aleksandar Petrovski (seen on the right) held many events to
recognize Children’s Growth Awareness Day.
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Macedonia Videos

Dr. Aleksandra Janchevska
https://youtu.be/xFjeOVjR21w

Dr. Zoran Guchev
https://youtu.be/cEuY4Bbrysg

Dr. Mirjana Kochova
https://youtu.be/jTRzJtaDPLA
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United Kingdom:
Every year, the Child Growth
Foundation organises a convention for its members.
2017 was no exception and it
was particularly exciting because the CGF was founded
in October 1977, so we celebrated our 40th anniversary.
The convention was attended
by 300 parents, children and
professionals, and throughout
the day on Saturday, we had a vast array of eminent speakers, such as Dr Justin
Davies, Dr Renuka Dias, Prof Jeremy Kirk, Prof Karen Temple, Prof Deborah
Mackay, Dr Emma Wakeling, Dr Assunta Albanese, to mention just a few.
We are very fortunate to have some of the best endocrinologists and geneticists
in the world and they give up their valuable time to come to our annual
convention.
Many of the professionals spend the whole day with us and talk to parents on an
individual basis, offering their expertise in a very informal and relaxed setting.
They all thoroughly enjoy their day with us and quite often learn as much from
our members as our members learn from them.
At the end of a very hectic day, it was time to relax, have a drink and enjoy the
company of others who understand what you are or have been through. There is
nothing like the support of another parent, when you tell them about your
struggles and they say,‘that’s exactly what happened to us’!
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The theme for our 40th Anniversary was ‘Superheroes’, so we had lots of
superhero balloons and decorations and the children and many of the parents
dressed up as superheroes. As our children and parents are all superheroes we
thought this would mark our 40th year brilliantly.
We are already planning our 2018 convention, and as always, it will be great to
see all our CGF friends again, as well as greeting new ones.

Although the convention is for members of the Child Growth Foundation, we
welcome new members from anywhere in the world and at this year’s
convention, we welcomed members from Spain, Ireland and the USA.
What remains clear is that patient support groups and the help and advice patients
receive from these groups, as well as other parents, cannot be underestimated.
The same can be
said about health
care professionals,
who are increasingly relying on
patient support
groups to help their
patients, which can
only be considered
as great progress
for us all.

001213405

6789  7 34056789 7 8  8

)*++*,

-./01234567829:;.7<:=2343667>=?7@ABC
Children’s
Growth
2 Awareness
Day support

http://bit.ly/2zF2m1u
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United Kingdom Events

Let it Grow
all day event
in
Manchester, England!
Batman Saved the Day
Elsa was a crowd favorite
A harpist entertained
everyone.
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A HUGE Teddybear
prize was larger than life and
such a thrill!

Electronics &
Shopping
Horast released an application to test the optimal growth
of children
http://rs.n1info.com/a318839/Lifestyle/Zdravlje/Horast-pustio-aplikacijuza-proveru-optimalnog-rasta-dece.html

Everyone loves to shop. So why not shop for a cause?
Many organizations have online stores. The money spent
helps contribute to the organization’s good work. If you
have an online store please email us at:
ContactUs@icosep.org
ICOSEP
www.cafepress.com/growthawareness

Turner Syndrome Support Society
https://tss.org.uk/shop/
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For those people who missed the social media update of
the International Children’s Growth Awareness
campaign, here is a brief summary of the ICOSEP results.
Facebook showed the greatest difference between 2016 and 2017. The posts used
were scheduled in one-hour increments to keep the conversation moving. The scheduled posts increased the population reach by +13,001% when comparing September
2016 and September 2017. Posts for Facebook reached a total of 2,102,365 people
across the world. Impressions for the same time frame increased by 3334% reaching a total of 2,329,689 people.

Twitter received over 11,300 impressions for Growth Awareness
September 2017. This number marked a strong increase from the 2016
result of 1,452 impressions. Overall the twitter increase was 678%!
Profile visits rose by 199% and the following users increased by 129%. “It’s
#ChildGrowthAwareness Day! Help spread the message. Change your
profile picture today to this image and retweet!” had the largest
impression response.
ICOSEP’s website also experienced a traffic increase of 170%. The busiest day in the history
of the ICOSEP website was on the exact date
of 20 September 2017. The total reach for the
ICOSEP website for the 2017 ICGAD event increased by 7476%. ICOSEP reached more
than 2,104,007 people worldwide in 3 days.
(Figures do not include the ICOSPE member
organizations)

Growing your Organization
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There are many organizations and
groups in many countries who contributed to this
astonishing growth awareness success. On behalf of the children’s lives you
have helped to make better....thank you!
Team ICOSEP is amazing! Together, as average citizens...we unite to make a real and
lasting difference. No politics. No mess. Simple compassion for children.
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International Children’s Growth Awareness Day
campaign

2018 ICOSEP
Meeting Agenda
The ICOSEP meeting 2018 will be in
Warsaw, Poland April 19-21, 2018.
At the request of last years attendees, this years
format will be in more discussion and less formal
presentations. We do have the topics listed as
“items” on our agenda but the actual event will be
more discussion type of presentations.
We will be offering the complete 2018 campaign
materials and schedule online after January 1.
During the discussion times, members will
discuss their unique strengths, lessons and advice
for the International Children’s Growth Awareness
campaign and challenges for managing an

organization.
After the discussion groups complete their times,
one person from each group will be explain a
summary of the ideas discussed so that we can all
learn.
This year we will be expanding our member
representatives to include India and possibly
China.
If you have any questions or need to
communicate with us regarding this meeting,
please email ashley@icosep.org
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Bulgaria:
Dr. Violetta Iotova has been very supportive with many patient organizations in
Bulgaria. She is an incredible advocate to
promote growth awareness and has assisted
with the Bulgarian medical school teachings.
She graciously created a growth video for us
to share which can be seen here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqTBAYb0nVI

Welcome GROWINFORM.org. Together parents, medical
professionals and associations worked together to offer an
incredible Children’s Growth Awareness Day educational
initiative. 25 Children were checked and 7 are being
examined further.
We are very happy to have Bulgaria as a wonderful
partner of ICOSEP!
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http://growinform.org/video/
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http://growinform.org/prichini-za-narusheniya-v-rastezha-na-detsata/
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Video’s regarding the importance of monitoring children’s growth were
generously created by many physicians. The videos are available to
organizations at no cost to share. Your society or charitable organization is
encouraged to place your logo and contact information on the end of the video so
that families can contact you.
Email jamie@icosep.org for questions.
We are honored and grateful to each physician who honored us with their time and
expertise to make these videos. Together, we are creating awareness!

Dr. Fatih Gurbuz Turkey
https://youtu.be/WHU2JwfkuU

Dr. Renata Machado-Pinto
Portugal
https://youtu.be/M1wvYxm1ick

Dr. Una Lauga Tunina
Latvia
https://youtu.be/MEPrNcNLIcQ
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Dr. Vjosa Kotori: Kosovo
https://youtu.be/2SR55aUxmXU

Dr. Klaus Hartmann: Germany
https://youtu.be/-Rp5ZE4-HPg

Dr. Aman Bhakti Pulungan: Indonesia
https://youtu.be/nS6vLC14bfk

Dr. Una Lauga Tunina: Russia
https://youtu.be/vD1hbDtc_ME

Dr. Juliana Gabriel: Brazil
https://youtu.be/WEma-gyT2nY

2
Dr. Julia Broussard: Romania
https://youtu.be/NhWQ-311Hqw

Website: www.icosep.org

Dr. Jorge Nunez: Mexico
https://youtu.be/LrZxIss8zSk
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India
We are so very pleased to
announce that the physicians and
families in India are in the process
of developing an organization for all
growth affected children.
The organization shall be led by
Shyam Nair (right) and Deepa
Kannan (left) who have established
an organization for children with
CAH. They hope to expandtheir

Shaila Bhattacharyya: India
https://youtu.be/1En43ZDMZHM

Dr. Saurabh Uppal:India- Punjabi
https://youtu.be/-EQ9ZpU2zo0
organization to serve families with
any medical condition impacting
children’s growth. As parents of an
affected son, this devotion is very
important and personal to them.
We hope to have the following medical advisors: Dr. Bhattacharyya- the
medical advisor to the families in the
southern region. Dr. Uppal- the
advisor to the northern region and
Dr. Mangtani- advise the families in
the central region.
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Dr. Hari Mangtani India
https://youtu.be/5xJy5z4FOv8

Families in India who are interested
in participating for the building of
this organization should contact
Deepa at
cahindiasupprt@gmail.com.
Thank you.
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https://youtu.be/0e-zKz9G0X8
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Paulo Solberg: Brazil
https://youtu.be/YheUxO
P4AAA

Professor Pinhas-Hamiel:Israel
https://youtu.be/k3RcNN6yiiM

Omer Osman Babiker: Saudi Arabia
https://youtu.be/-Gs4EJp8XLc

Dr. Renata Machado-Pinto:
Spain
https://youtu.be/9M21r8npD_Q
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Dr. Bessie Spiliotis: Greece
https://youtu.be/_LQYQvUyJAc
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Serbia
Olga Davidovic and members of HORAST were busy during International Children’s
Growth Awareness Week. An equipment donation from Pfizer last year for growth
awareness, made it possible to develop height measurements for children in 20
cities all over Serbia. Each piece of equipment has the name of the organization and
website for quick reference and parent assistance.

Horast released an mobile
application to test the optimal
growth of children!
http://rs.n1info.com/a318839/Lifest
yle/Zdravlje/Horast-pustio-aplikaciju-za-proveru-optimalnograsta-dece.html

Dr. Radmila Kosic (right) conducted
interviews regarding children’s growth and
the importance of monitoring all children.
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Dr. Vera Zdravkovic
https://youtu.be/Yo4UyNRhZZk

Posters from Poland
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Belgium:
Nonja and Alice are beautiful in
their t-shirts!! Thank you!

Have a blessed and safe new year!
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